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Journey to Excellence

New system will improve infusion
medication delivery
A Journey to Excellence
initiative of the Departments of
Pharmacy, Nursing, Purchasing,
Central Supply, and Clinical
Engineering will enhance patient care by improving small
volume IV drug delivery. Maine
Medical Center's Bramhall
Campus will convert the administration of certain small volume, intermittently infused
medications from a minibag- and
soluset-based system to an
infusion pump delivery system
on Tuesday, August I.
To assess the opportunity
for improving small volume IV
drug delivery, an IV Delivery
System Planning Team was
organized. The team identified
an opportunity to accomplish
their goals by switching to a
syringe-based system. These
goals included: enhancing pa~
tient mobility by using a small
portable pump; administration
of a reduced volume of fluid for
intermittent medications administered to patients; standardization of administration time for
many medications; allowing
some medications to be given IV
push without any manipulation
by nursing; and reduced operating expense.
The team examined and
identified components of the
minibag-, soluset- and syringe-

based systems. An evaluation of
drug costs was undertaken. In
addition, the administration set
costs associated with each system were assessed, with consideration given to nursing administration 'time and pharmacy
preparation time. Literature on
the topic was reviewed and other
institutions were contacted in
order to validate the findings
and to identify potential problems and concerns. The findings
from these analyses supported a
conversion to a syringe-based
system that would opti~ze
patient care, reduce the ume
required to administer syringebased drugs, create efficiencies in
the pharmacy preparation process, and reduce expenditures.
The Excelsior Syringe Pump
(ESP) was selected by the Product Evaluation Committee for
several reasons. The ESP was
determined to be the safest
pump available on the market
based on features that include
lack of backflow potential and
ease in cleaning, making it
superior from an infection con-.
trol viewpoint. Also important IS
that it was the simplest pump to
operate, minimizing staff time
required during the drug delivery
process.
"The infusion pump represents a significant change in
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nursing practice," said Deb
McPherson, RN, Parenteral
Therapy Nurse Coordinator,
"Once we adjust to this new
system, nurses will find that it is
a big time saver. I want to encourage anyone with suggestions
for improvement or questions
about the new infusion pumps to
contact me or Rob Owens in the
Pharmacy."
The Pharmacy will benefit
from increased efficiency based
on a decrease in time required to
prepare antibiotics in syringes.
Maximizing bulk purchase of the
identified drugs will allow for
more efficient purchase of them.
This effort will save an
estimated $220,000 in supply
and drug costs and will generate
an additional $80,000 in revenue
for a grand total of $300,000
annually.
Team members included
Deb McPherson, RN, Nursing
Resources, Rob Owens,
PHARM.D, Pharmacy, Colleen
Huff, R.Ph., Pharmacy, Tom
Guare, Purchasing, Mike Gobeil,
Purchasing, Jim Castle, Clinical
Engineering, Dave Pelletier,
Central Supply, Ken Sawtelle,
Central Supply, Bob Barber,
Distribution, and Marjorie
DeSanctis, JTE Support Team.
Inservicing will begin the
last week in July for Nursing
Services staff; Pharmacy staff are
now working with consultants to
prepare for the delivery of syringes.

Thrombosis Update 2000 By the Bay
Thursday, August 10, and Friday, August 11
Dana Health Education Center, MMC
Physicians, laboratory scientists, technologists, and nurses
involved in the diagnosis and treatment of patients with thrombotic
disorders will find this symposium worthwhile.
Topics include Basic Concepts in Hypercoagulability, Recent
Developments in Thrombosis and Anticoagulation, Potential Pitfalls
of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Laboratory Testing in Thrombosis,
Thrombophilia and Women's Health Issues, The Role of Platelet
Activation in Cardiovascular Disease, and Thrombosis in the AntiPhospholipid Syndrome.
Registration is limited. To request a brochure or to register,
contact Tory Kinney, Maine Medical Center Research Institute,
842-7923, or email kinnev@mail.mmc.org

Sponsored by MMCRI and
Diagnostic Thrombosis Laboratory of NorD x
New Weight Watchers series begins soon!
Sign up at an Open House
Tuesday, August 1, OR Wednesday, August 2
• 12 members needed in each class!
• $139 for the 12 week series
• Payroll deduction available!
Meetings at MMC:
Tuesdays, 1200-1300 hours, Dana Classroom 9

CR
Wednesdays, 0700-0800 hours, Dana Classroom 2
Questions? Call Public Information, 871-2196
Volunteer Services seeks donations of paperback books and
pre-read current magazines featuring sports, fitness, entertainment,
or women's issues. Donations may be left in the MMC Volunteer
Office, located on the 1st floor of the Maine General Building.
Thanks to a suggestion made by the Journey To
Excellence Communication Team six months ago, you
will find What's Happening in many more locations,
beginning with this issue.
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What would you
do with $IO,OOO?
It's not too late to participate in the $10,000 Miracle
Raffle and win for kids!
For $100, you can purchase a
ticket that will give you a chance
to win $10,000 and the opportunity to directly help the children
and families cared for at The
Barbara Bush Children's Hospital
at Maine Medical Center.
It's a win--win opportunity!
Buy a ticket by yourself or with a
group of friends. Only 250 tickets
will be sold! Your chances of
winning are very good! Ticket
sales end August 6th.
The Miracle Raffle drawing
will be held at the Maury Povich
Golf Tournament Reception &
Auction, beginning at 1630 hours
on Sunday, August 6, at the
Falmouth Country Club.
The purchase of a ticket
enters you in the drawing &
entitles you to two tickets to the
reception.
To purchase a ticket, please
send a check (made out to "The
Barbara Bush Children's Hospital
at Maine Medical Center"),
along with your name, phone,
and address to:
Miracle Raffle
do Development
The Barbara Bush Children's
Hospital at MMC
22 Bramhall Street
Portland, ME 04102
For additional information or
to pay by credit card, please call
871-2101.
Tickets will be sold as orders
are received. Once purchased,
your ticket will be promptly
mailed to the address indicated.
Thank you for making a
difference in the life of a child!
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hosted the archives display Artifacts from the early years of MGH
Greetings to all!
and the "Training School", as it was
Because of an abundance of
known, included an acceptance
news for this issue, it is imporletter of one of the first students,
tant that I limit my commentary.
dated 1887, the ceramic lamp and
To that end, my message is to
candle used during the student
send good wishes to you and
nurse capping ceremony after six
yours for a great summer. The
months of study, and handwritten
privilege of living in Maine is
patient care notes from 1912-14.
most fully realized as we enjoy
Mannequins displayed nursing
the wonder of our beautiful
uniforms and capes of the era. Early
environment. I hope you have
. photos of the MGH and the history
the opportunity to take a break,
of the School of Nursing showed
experience your surroundings
Alida Leese, first Director of the
and be replenished. Be safe and
Training School for Nurses, the first
be good to yourself.
graduating class of 1887, and even
-Judy Stone, RN
a reminder of probationers' uniVice President, Nursing/Patient Services
forms complete with black hose and
shoes. Pictures of the class of 1950
and some of their training activities
MGH School of Nursing
completed the display
Library staff found the reunion
Celebrates 50th Reunion
group a rich source of history They
On May 17, Maine General
Hospital (MGH) Alumni held a
class reunion in Portland. Other
MGH graduates, Maine Eye and
Ear Infirmary, and Maine
Children's Hospital nurses honored
the Class of 1950. More than 160
people attended the reunion, which
included a display of the MGH
School of Nursing Archives and
tours of MMC arranged by ASU/
Endoscopy staff nurse Edie
McCormick and led by Susan
Cantara (whose mother Pauline
Brewer was a MGH graduate of the
class of 1950) and Susan Goran.
Rachelle Blais, Library Assistant, Archives, and Maryanne
Lamont, Librarian for Operations,

Nurse to Nurse
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will follow up with oral histories
with some, and former MGH Nursing students are giving MMC's
Library a silver tea set used during
Florence Nightingale Teas for nursing students. Donations and sharing of information help preserve the
history of a group.
Class members had a great
time sharing the "way it was" and
expressed appreciation for the many
changes at MMC. Thanks to all
who helped make the reunion and
tours a great success!
-Lanice Charek, Staff Development
Specialist, and Maryanne Lamont,
Librarian for Operations

At the reunion, Archives Library
Assistant Rachelle Blais (left)
talked to people like Angie
Campbell, RN, MGH Class of
1954A (last class), about items
such as the tin teapot used to
serve hot water to patients at
mealtime. AV Photo.

Quality of Life Mer High Dose Chemotherapy with
Autologous Hematopoietic Stem Cell Support
High doses of cancer chemotherapy supported by autologous
hematopoietic stem cells is a cancer
treatment resulting in improved
survival for people with a variety of
cancers. At MMC, this treatment
has been administered to patients
with lymphoma since 1986. More
recently this approach has been
expanded for use with acute myelogenous leukemia, breast cancer,
and multiple myeloma.
High dose chemotherapy with
stem cell support carries significant
benefit as well as risk. While technology and care have continuously
improved, decreasing the complication rate and length of stay, patients and families still want and
need to know how this treatment
will affect them and their overall
quality of life. While there are
many definitions of "quality of life",
most include the dimensions of
physical, psychosocial, family,
emotional, functional, and spiritual
well-being.
To learn the impact of high
dose chemotherapy followed by
autologous hematopoietic stem cell
support, two "quality of life" surveys were conducted. A demographiC information form, self
report performance status rating
scale (ECOG), and Functional
Assessment of Cancer TherapyBone Marrow Transplant (FACTBMT) survey (McQuellon, et al.
1997) were mailed to all surviving
recipients.
In 1997 we invited 105 patients to participate with a response
rate of 51% (n=54); in 1999 we
invited 119 patients to participate
with a response rate of 54%
(n=68). Mean age in 1997 was 47
years as compared to 50 years in
1999. Approximately half of the
sample in each year were men. Over
two-thirds of the respondents were

married, with greater than a high
school education. Approximately
half of the respondents in each year
had non-Hodgkins lymphoma.
The ECOG performance
status rating scale reflects a
patient's level of general function
on a scale of 0 (normal function) to
4 (totally dependent). Most patients reported an ECOG rating of
o or 1, indicating they were able to
function at their normal levels.
The FACT-BMT is composed
of physical, social/family; emotional, functional, and the bone
marrow transplant subscales. It
uses a Likert scale of 0-5 to score
responses; higher scores reflect a
better quality of life. Most responses fell at the more favorable
end of the scale. The mean scores
for the FACT-BMT were as good as
or better than scores reported for
other patients who have had similar treatment (McQuellon, et al.,
1997, McQuellon, et al., 1998).
The FACT scores were equivalent
to those reported by rural Mainers
who have various types of cancer
(Winstead-Fry & Schultz, 1997).
Less favorable responses were
reported for several symptoms. In
1997 and 1999 respectively, subjects responded more negatively to
the following: poor sleep (39%;
29.4%), tiring easily (53.7%;
63.3%), shortness of breath
(31.4%; 38.3%), remembering
things (26.4%; 29.7%), ability to
concentrate (27.9%; 26.4%). Very
few people (7.4%) reported regrets
for having this treatment. While
these findings were not statistically
significant, they suggest that some
patients could benefit from indepth assessment and interventions in these areas.
The survey was answered by
37 patients in both years. Their
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subscores were all lower the second
time, with social/family well-being
subscores significantly lower (p<.05)
the second time. This may indicate
the need to enhance our social/
family needs assessment as survival
time from treatment is extended ..
Many participants expressed
appreciation for excellent care and
prolonged survival. Because this is a
volunteer sampling and we do not
know about patients who did not
respond, these findings are not
necessarily applicable to all patients
who undergo high dose chemotherapy with hematopoietic stem cell
support.
--Marylou Nesbitt RN, MS, AOeN,
and Aryce Schultz Ph.D, RN

Chemotherapy
Administration Excellence
As all nurses know, administration of chemotherapy requires indepth knowledge of chemotherapeutic agents, IV therapy, and procedures for the protection of staff and
the environment. MMC has moved
to the highest degree of support of
chemotherapy administration,
adopting the Oncology Nursing
Society Cancer Chemotherapy
Course as an educational offering for
nurses who administer chemotherapy Oncology Clinical Nurse
Specialist Marylou Nesbitt, RN,
MS, AOCN, completed the training
requirements set by the Oncology
Nursing Society in order to be a
provider of the course. The first
course was offered here in June.
Upon completion of the course,
RNs earn 16.2 continuing education
credits with a chemotherapy card
that serves as a credential for advanced chemotherapy knowledge
that must be renewed every two
years through completion of an
independent study Clinical competency is certified through precepted
experiences in the patient care area.
Most patients who receive their

Deb was a staff nurse for five years
ated with Cardiology Services," says
and earned her MSN from UniverDeb. "I will miss the people I worked
sity of Maine. Soon she became
with most." We will miss you, Deb,
CICU's night assistant head nurse
and thanks!
where she earned the respect of her
-Judy Thomas, RN,
peers as an expert clinician and
Staff Development Specialist
manager. Deb later became the
assistant head nurse for R9W (the
original telemetry step down unit).
Under the leadership of Pat Fallo, a
Glimpses into the
new model for cardiology was
created. Deb became the first
Power of Nursing
cardiology CNS. Some of her
It is our tradition to hold an essay
projects and accomplishments:
contest as part of our annual Nurses
• Opening of Turning Point, MMC's
Day celebrations at MMC. This is an
Phase II, Cardiac Rehab Program
invitation for nurses to write about events
• Helped develop Smoking Cessain their professional lives that were
tion Program
particularly meaningful, or that cap• Developed Chest Pain Observation Program with Costas Lambrew, tured the essence of the art and science of
nursing. We are pleased to present this
MD
year's
winning essay.
• Developed chest pain algorythm
--Suneela Nayak, RN, MSN,
with Mylan Cohen, MD
Staff Development Specialist
• Served on Code 99 Committee
• Helped develop protocols for
Exemplar
insulin & Acute MI patient, and
Heparin
by Lori O'Donnell RN, MSN,
• Wrote over 50 policies and proceCase Manager, Turning Point
dures for equipment and medicaIt's been four years since I left
tions for cardiac patients
the
world
of emergency and critical
Her efforts to look at researchcare nursing and entered uncharted
based practice led to many of the
career
territory for myself as a
nursing practice changes in our
cardiac
rehabilitation nurse at
environment today She lectured at
Turning
Point. I always identified
Outreach Education Council work-Marylou Nesbitt, RN, MS, AOCN
myself as an ER/ICU nurse, practicOncology Clinical Nurse Specialist shops, affiliate hospitals, and naing well over a decade, and never
tional conferences. Deb was instruenvisioned doing anything else.
mental in helping to get the PICC
Tribute to a Colleague team
Graduate
school shifted my percepprogram going and spoke
tion; I admittedly was tired of the
, After 13 years at MMC, Deb
about it at a national conference.
high-adrenaline life of critical care
Courtney, RN, MSN, Cardiology
The patient "Hiking Trails" on R1,
nursing. At times there was emptiClinical Nurse Specialist, has choR7, and R9 won a "Best Practice ness
inside. Questions often lingered
sen to devote all of her time to
Innovation of the Month" award
in the back of my mind after each
raising her two small daughters and
and were described in a national
shift-what happened to those
a third child, due in September. In
journal.
patients I took care of so briefly?
saying goodbye, we share her career
Deb made many contributions
Who
were they, really? Did they get
and contributions to Nursing and
to Cardiology Services. She has
Cardiology Services.
been a resource, consultant, teacher, better? Were their lives changed
after a critical illness? I wanted to
Deb began as a new graduate
expert nurse, innovator, change
really know my patients again.
in the CICU, one of the first new
agent, project leader, and friend.
Turning Point gave me that
grads hired for an intensive care
"MMC was a wonderful place to
opportunity As case manager RNs,
area. "Pat Peasley took a big chance work and I was proud to be associwe follow patients intensely: after
on me," she says. She proved right!

chemotherapy at MMC are admitted to the Gibson Pavilion or The
Barbara Bush Children's Hospital
Inpatient Unit. There are times
when patients require other therapies as well as chemotherapy, and
are admitted to surgical and medical units in the hospital. It is especially important for these units to
have staff with knowledge of chemotherapy administration. Nurses
from Radiation Therapy, Nursing
Resources, Special Care, and MMC
Outpatient IV Therapy joined
nurses from the pediatric and
oncology units at the June course.
Nurses from other hospitals,
oncologists' offices, and home
health agencies also attended. This
varied representation adds richness
to discussions and builds bridges
between caregivers.
The Oncology Nursing Society
Cancer Chemotherapy Course
supports the MMC Oncology
Nursing goal of providing the highest standards of care for chemotherapy administration. Our patients deserve and expect this
excellence.
The next course will be held in
September 2000. For more information, contact Marylou Nesbitt at
871-2627.

Essays on Caring:
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leaving the hospital, throughout
their enrollment at Turning Point,
and for a year afterward to assess
their compliance to lifestyle changes
made after suffering a heart
"event." We get to know both the
patient and his or her family on a
very personal level as we work with
them to bring about healing from
their heart event and the courage to
change their lives with healthy
lifestyle choices. Patients often
enter the program terrified about
what happened and disbelieving
that they have any power over their
lives. They usually leave feeling
empowered, vital, and committed
to changing their lives and gaining a
sense of control over their illness. It
is a powerful experience for the
patient as well as for his or her
nurse to participate in this process.
I am extremely interested in
women's experience of heart disease
and find myself being drawn to the
young female patients who come
through our doors. One of my
patients, Elaine, was in her early
fifties who had a very unexpected
angioplasty during the summer. She
was frightened after leaving the
hospital, thinking that her heart
. was weak and vulnerable. We had
numerous phone conversations to
allay her anxieties even before she
started the program. She came
through Turning Point .and did well,
but still had some nagging, atypical
symptoms. We talked about them
at length because we know how
different and subtle women's symptoms can be compared to men's. On
Elaine's last day at Turning Point
her doctor scheduled a stress test
and she was admitted to MMC.
Her fears were realized: her artery
had re-occluded and a stent was
placed. The entire event added to
Elaine's fear of her heart disease,
and we remained in close contact
by phone to just "check in." I found
myself wondering about her often
and became very concerned when

she told me the symptoms were
recurring. Not wanting to contribute
to her anxiety, I suggested she stay in
touch with her cardiologist.
Sure enough, her "atypical
symptoms" were cardiac in nature
and another cath was scheduled. I
visited with Elaine on R7 and was
with her after her cardiologist suggested an immediate coronary artery
bypass for her recurrent single vessel
disease. Elaine showed amazing
strength and calmness with the news
and resigned herself to the procedure. After all, it would fix the
problem. I wished her well and she
made me promise to see her in SCU
post-op.
When I returned to work the
weekend after her surgery, I was
surprised' to learn that Elaine was
still in SCU. I hurried over, wondering why After all, the surgery was
two days ago! I found out that she'd
had a cardiac arrest post-op and
required open-heart massage at the
bedside and was rushed back to the
OR to repair an occluded graft. I
wasn't prepared for the sight of
Elaine lying in SCU, tubes everywhere, ventilated, on drips. In those
moments, I was no longer an ICU
nurse. I was as frightened as Elaine
by all this! I walked up to the bed
and took her hand, "Elaine, it's
Lori," I said gently Her eyes opened
wide with recognition as she
squeezed my hand. Slowly tears
rolled down her face and mine as
well, I felt like I knew exactly what
she was feeling and thinking, no
words were necessary I knew she
had lived through her worst fears,
yet she was still alive, and she was
going to make it.
Elaine completely recovered
from this event, a miracle to all. We
have continued our journey together,
as she re-enrolled at Turning Point
and slowly regained her confidence
to be able to exercise again. We have
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worked intensely on helping her
bring meaning to this event, and
she is doing wonderfully She's back
to teaching, eating healthy, exercising vigorously, and practicing daily
relaxation therapies. High technology combined with a human touch
literally saved Elaine's life. We as
nurses are privileged indeed to be
present both during the highadrenaline, life-saving moments as
well as the day to day healing
moments for our patients. It can
change our lives, too.

From the Class of 1999
to the Class of 2000
Survival Tips
Newly graduated nurses from
all over the country will soon start
their careers at MMC. Last year, 64
new graduate nurses came to MMC
and 87% of them are still here. We
asked last year's veterans to offer
advice to the new crew....
• Support groups are offered and
they are a good idea. Go!
• If you can't get to a support
group, form your own with the
other graduates on your unit hired
at the same time you were.
• Decompress by running, exercising, or doing something healthy
• There are three shifts - you are
not expected to "do it all yourself".
• Experienced nurses are always
nearby to serve as your resource.
• Buy good shoes and wear them!
• Work closely with your Orientation Assistant to design your orientation.
Special thanks to Julie Skillings, RN, R5,
for help with this article.
-Lois Bazinet, RN, MS,
Staff Development Specialist

Nursing Services publishes
Nursing Bi-Line every eight
weeks. Comments, questions,
and suggestions are referred to
Linda Pearson, RN, MEd, Editor,
871-2734.

Marketplace
In orderto ensure that everyone has an
opportunity to use the Marketplace, ads
may be placed once only. Repeats will be
permitted only on a space-available basis.

FOR SALE
Championship bloodline Yellow
Labrador puppies. Parents OFA,
Penn Hip done & eyes cleared. 1
shots, wormed, dew claws done with
health certificates. Call 445-3521.
Small solid cherry dresser w/brass
pulls, $100 firm; brown oak table w/
five legs, $75. Call 775-5091.
1999 Jeep Cherokee Sport; white, 4
door, gray cloth interior, auto,
loaded, driving lights & class 2
hitch. Excellent condition, 25,000
miles. Must sell. $17,500. Call 8236196.
1997 Ford Ranger, black, flare side,
2 WD, 5 spd, CD player, bed liner,
35,000 mi, excellent condition.
$8,000 or BO. Call 773-2243 or
email hussest@mail.mmc.org.
CFA Himilayan & Persian kittens.
Wormed, first shots, vet. certificates. Four generation pedigree,
kitten kits, 4 Himilayans ready to go
14 weeks; 2 tortie point females, 2
flame point males. $200. Call 3974105.
Blue Peavey Predator 4 pick-up
electric guitar, Peavey blazer amp,
stand & soft gig bag. Used 4 lessons.
Paid $445. Will sell for $230. K2
Flight 76 in line skates ..Soft boot,
men's size 8. Had occasional use last
summer. $100. Call 799-4423.
1997 Honda Accord LX sedan,
automatic, black, 23K miles, NC,
power windows & doors. One female
owner. Buying out lease. $14,700.
Call 828-1215.
1970s Globestar camper. Needs
elee. work. At local campground.
Great shelter. Sleeps 6 - 8. No leaks.
$1,100 or no. Call 773-2638.
1994 Ford Taurus GL Sedan,
46,000 miles. Excellent condition,
airbag, NC, AM/FM cassette, very
St

clean. $6,500 or BO. Call 7999225.
South Portland: 4 BR, 2.5 BA, w/inlaw apt., completely updated,
HWD floors, fireplace, great location on cul de sac. Uniquely landscaped. $169,900. Call 799-216l.
Frigidaire window AC. Portable,
5100 btu. Energy efficient. $125 or
BO. Call 829-6778.

FOR RENT
Portland: Wood fords area. Small 2
BR Cape in quiet, safe neighbor- .
hood. WID hook-ups; 2 car parking;
pleasant yard w/sun & shade; bus
line; new carpets/paint; lease; refs.
$950/mo. plus heat/utilities, deposit.
No dogs, Call 821-4236.
Camp on beautiful lake in Central
Maine. 2 BR, full BA, K & deck.
Wood stove, private lot, use of
kayak, canoe & paddle boat included. Close to many hiking trails.
Very quiet & relaxing. Asking $475/
wk. Call 353-9720 days.
Sunny, spacious 2BR in Woodfords/
Deering. Lovely street. Hdwd flrs,
fireplace, garage; LR & DR; porch.
Lease beginning September. See.
dep. $825/mo. + utils. Call 7804602.
Higgins Beach cottage week of Aug.
26 to Sept. 2. Large LR w/fireplace,
1(,2 BR & bunkhouse. $750/wk.
Call 799-0657.
3rd floor 1 BR apt. in historic bldg.
Hdwd floors, 2 blocks to MMC,
parking for 1 car, private porch,
cook's K wIDW Suitable for couple
or single person. Furnished $1,200/
mo., unfurnished $950/mo. Both
prices include utils. Avail. 8/1. Call
772-1326.

ROOMMATE
WANTED
M!F to share 4 BR home in
Standish w/3 other people. $325/
mo. includes everything. Must be
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The deadlines for
announcement-length
items
and MARKETPLACE are
August2 for the August 16issue

ard
August 16for the August 30 issue.

All items must be in writing
and may be sent by
interoffice mail to the Public Information
Department, by e-rnail to FI LI PL,
or by fax to 871-621 2.

friendly and respectable. Call 6428867 or e-mail Heather@pivot.net.
M/F, professional, N/S, responsible,
to share lrg/spacious 3 BR, 3 level, 2
BA apt w/2 professional males.
Includes: DW, WID, quiet street off
Brighton Ave. near Brighton Campus. Off-street parking in winter.
$350/mo. plus 1/3 utilities. No pets.
Call 774-7298 leave message.
Mature N/S female to share quiet,
West End apt. w/same. WID, 2
senior cats. $325/mo., H&HW Call
879-1409.

CHILD CARE
Center in So. Portland offers care for
ages 1--10. Excellent teacher to
pupil ratios. Lunch & nursery
school included. 0630 -- 1730
hours. Near Route 95, quick access
to MMC. Call 761-3936.
Noak's Ark Child Care Center Open
House. Sat., Aug. 12,0930 - 1230
hours, 1520 Westbrook St., Portland. Call 772-9691.

WANTED
College-bound daughter needs a
storage space for car. August until
May. Call 874-7775.
4 person paddle boat, kayak, large
inner tubes & rafts for summer lake
fun. E-mail mward2@maine.rr.com.
Couple seeks nice apt. in Portland or
surrounding area. Excellent references. Call 775-0960.

MMC Nursing/Patient Services and Portland Adult Education
will offer a
at Maine Medical Center
All
month

Aug. I
See p.2
Aug. 2
See p.2
Aug. 10
See p.2
Aug. 29

Sept. 6
Sept. II

Healthviews. Comm.
TV Network TV 4,
Thursdays, 1400 and
2000 hours; Fridays,
0700 hours.
New Weight Watchers
series begins, 1200 hours.
New Weight Watchers
series begins, 0700 hours.
Thrombosis Update
2000, through Aug. 11
I Love Food, 1800-2000
hours. Greek food, Yoga,
and a discussion on sex
and heart disease.
Book Fair to benefit
CMN. Through Sept. 8.
CNA course begins. Call
871-2397 for info.

Learn more about
Medical Services Federal
Credit Union!
Look for the information
table in the Ground Floor
Bypass Corridor,
1100-1330 hours,
Tuesday; July 25.

Certified Nursing Assistant Course
September II--November 17, three days a week
The cost of the course will be paid by MMC and is open to
MMC employees and others.
For more information, please call 871-23 97 .
We think it's great that staff are
trying tofollow MMCs smoke-free
campus policy.
As people who work-at a
respected medical center, we are all
seen as role models for good health
practices: SmokingoppositeMMC
buildings does not support that image
to our patients, employees, visitors,
and our community.
The Tobacco Independence
Program is here to help. Call 8712768 for information on tobacco
cessation. Call Human Resources, 8712107, for information on how the
benefits program can support your
efforts to quit using tobacco.

Thankyou.

A Note of Thanks
Thank you to everyone at
Maine Medical Center. You
have not only kept my spirit
going through the recovery of
my broken back, but also
through the recent loss of my
husband.
You are all like family to
me and my girls and I truly
appreciate all that you have
done.
Sincerely,
Nina Hudson, RN
Float Pool

~
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